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Between the raindrops lyrics lifehouse

Ca sĩ: Lifehouse ft Natasha Bedingfield Album: Almeria (Deluxe Edition) look around there is no one but you and me right here and now as it was supposed to be there is a smile on my face, knowing that together everything on our way was better than all right walking between the drops of rain riding the
aftershocks we stand to cool in the sunset of life as there is nothing to lose chasing after the gold mine crossing fine lines knew to hold on and take a bad breath to be here every step of walking between the raindrops with you take me now worlds is such a crazy place when the walls go down you will know
that I am here to stay there is nothing that I would change now were again together all that on our way was better than all right to walk between the drops of rain riding aftershocks we stand cool in the sunset of life as there is nothing left to lose the gold mines crossing the fine lines we knew to hold on and
take a bad breath to be here every step of walking between the raindrops with you have a smile on my face, knowing that together everything on our way was better than all the okay walk between the raindrops riding the aftershocks we stand cool in the sunset as there's nothing to lose chasing after the
gold mines crossing the fine lines we knew to hold and take a breath bad to be here every step of walking between the raindrops with you Look around There's no one but you and me right here and now as it was supposed to be There's a smile on my face Knowing that together everything is on our way
We're better Than a good walk between drops of rain Riding aftershocks near you off in the sunset of life as there is nothing to lose Chasing after the gold mines Crossing fine lines Hold on and take a breath I will be here every step Walk between raindrops with you Take me now such a crazy place in the
world when the walls go down you will know that I am here to stay There is nothing there that I would change knowing that together all that is on our way We are better than a good walk between drops of rain Riding aftershocks near you off in the sunset of life as there is nothing left to lose the fine lines
we knew, Hold on and take a breath I will be here every step Walk between raindrops with you There smile on my face Knowing that together all that is on our way We are better than well Walking between drops of rain Riding aftershocks near you off in the sunset of life as there is nothing to lose Chasing
after gold mines Crossing fine lines we knew to hold on and take a breath I will here Walk between the drops of rain with you between raindrops with you between raindrops with you between raindrops with you between raindrops with you watching 472 times comments Danch mục Thể loại Between
raindrops Natasha Bedingfield) Look around There's no one but you and me right here and now as it was supposed to be There's a smile on my face Knowing that together everything is in our way We're better than a good walk between raindrops Riding aftershocks near you off in the sunset of life as
there's nothing to lose Chasing after the gold mines Crossing the fine lines we knew hold on and take a breath step Walk between raindrops with you Take me now is such a crazy place in the world when the walls go down you'll know that I'm here to stay There's nothing that I would change knowing that
together everything is on our way We're better than well walking between drops of rain riding aftershocks next to you off in the sunset of life as there is nothing to lose Chasing after the gold mines Crossing the fine lines we knew, I will be here every step Walk between raindrops with you There's a smile
on my face Knowing that together all that is on our way We are better than a good walk between drops of rain Riding aftershocks near you off in the sunset of life as there is nothing to lose Chasing after the gold mines Crossing thin lines we knew , hold on and take a breath I will be here every step Walk
between drops of rain with you you between drops of rain with you between drops of rain with you with you like this song? (click the stars to appreciate) Look around There's no one but you and me right here and now as it was supposed to be There's a smile on my face Knowing that together all that's on
our way were better than walking well between raindrops Riding aftershocks near you off in the sunset of life as there's nothing to lose Chasing after the gold mines Crossing the fine lines we knew Hold on and take a breath I'll be here every step Walk between raindrops with you Natasha Bedingfield:
Take me now such a crazy place in the world when the walls go down you'll know I'm here to stay There's nothing I would change knowing that together all that on our way were better than a good walk between drops of rain Riding aftershocks next to you off in the sunset of life as there is nothing to lose
Chasing after the golden mine breath I will be here every step Walk between raindrops with you There smile on my face Knowing that together all that is on our way were better than well walking between drops of rain Riding aftershocks next to you off in the sunset of life as there is nothing to lose Chasing
after the gold mines Crossing the fine lines we knew , hold on and take a breath I will be here every step Walk between drops of rain with you between raindrops with you between raindrops with you It Almeria Deluxe Version album. Look around There's no one but you and me right here and now as it
was supposed to be There's a smile on my face knowing that together everything is in our way We're better than alrightWalking between drops of rain riding aftershocks near you off in the sunset of life as there's nothing to lose Chasing after the gold mines Crossing fine lines we knew hold on and take a
breath I'll be here every step of the raindrops with you Take me now to such a crazy place in the world when the walls go down you'll know I'm here to stay There's nothing that I would change knowing that together everything is in our way We're better than alrightWalking between drops of rain riding
aftershocks next to you off in the sunset of life as there is nothing to lose Chasing after gold mines Crossing fine lines we knew step Walk between raindrops with you There's a smile on my face Knowing that together all that is on our way We are better than alrightWalking between drops of rain Riding
aftershocks near you off in the sunset of life as there is nothing to lose Chasing after the gold mines Crossing the fine lines we knew , hold on and take a breath I will be here every step Walk between raindrops with you between raindrops with you you between raindrops with you with you
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